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 Invite professors and researchers to send their papers or collaborations to  
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Which is a fully refereed biannual publication that aims to contribute to a better knowledge of the 

modern and contemporary history, especially of East-Central European history, integrated in the CEEOL, 

Ebsco, IndexCopernicus and SCIPIO databases. 

We encourage a closer and larger dialogue with other Romanian and foreign historians interested in 

opening up new opportunities to disclosure new sources launching new viewpoints and ideas concerning the 

modern and contemporary historical developments. We are eager and honoured to open our pages to all 

both senior and young historians engaged in studies on the history of international relations as well as on the 

political, economic, social, intellectual developments in the field along with any reviews in other published 

books and articles calling attention.  

Our journal will also host reviews of any scholarly events focusing on modern and contemporary 

history in Romania and abroad. Notice on doctoral studies and partial results available for publishing can be 

also accepted as a way to promote the closer dialogue and better information of our community. 

Every paper must be sent to editorial@valahianjournal.info or to address Valahia University, Lt. 

Stancu Ion St., No. 34, 130105 Targoviste, Romania and must respect the Publication Norms (listed below) 

 

Publication Norms 

 The paper must be unpublished work; 

 The paper must contain the author or authors’ full names, Institution they belong to and their e-
mails; 

 The paper must be submitted in the official languages of the publication: English, French, German 
and Italian; they must contain a title, a short abstract written in English, five to ten key words as 
well as a ten row bio note about the author(s); 

 The maximum length for the articles is 20 pages, with a single space interlining; 

 The contributions must be sent in word format; 

 The documents must be sent in Garamond Font size 11; 

 Footnotes must be put automatically in Garamond Font size 9; 

 Images illustrating the text must be sent as .jpg or .tiff files; the author assumes responsibility for 
the right to publish the images; 

 The journal’s editorial board reserves the right that upon the review by the referents to publish or 
reject any of the received papers and to suggest any of the collaborators changes that may be 
considered as necessary. 

Footnotes: 

Must respect the Turabian and Chicago styles citation; see:  

 http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/TeachingLib/Guides/Internet/Style.html 

For further information, please visit our website at www.valahianjournal.info 
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